
OpenMedia 
ReporterApp
Stay connected with your 
newsroom wherever you are



Key features
– Direct link between field and

newsroom

– Operable with one hand

– Seamless integration with

OpenMedia solution family

– Cloud-native architecture for easy

scalability

– Task management, including push

notifications

– Support for remote workflows

– Available for Android and iOS
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ReporterApp
Stay connected
The ReporterApp for Android and iOS 

allows reporters in the field to stay 

connected to their newsrooms at all 

times, wherever they are in the world.

Taking OpenMedia out 
of the newsroom
ReporterApp is a feature-rich application 

for Android and iOS that connects 

journalists, wherever they are in the 

world to their OpenMedia-based 

newsroom. Built on a cloud-native 

architecture, its full integration with 

OpenMedia newsroom systems 

provides journalists with convenient 

access to the data they need in the 

field and control over their tasks 

and assignments, facilitating flexible 

collaboration in an era of increased 

remote working.

Powerful tools on the go
ReporterApp brings the relevant parts 

of the news production workflow to 

mobile, giving field journalists and 

remote workers access to the data 

and powerful tools within OpenMedia. 

Journalists are able to access multiple 
sources of news, including agency  

wire feeds, scan events and topics, 

check contact details and collaborate 

on content. 

Notifications

Assignments
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Full story-centric 
support
Because ReporterApp is part of 

OpenMedia, the same story-centric 

tools that have revolutionized newsroom 
workflows are now in the field. 

Reporters can see relevant topics and 

tasks and update their planners with the 

latest information. These updates can 

be seen by anyone with access to the 

topic.

Designed for field use
With a slim and simple design, the user 

interface has been optimized for use by 

journalists under pressure in the field. 

Designed to be usable with one hand, 
ReporterApp enables journalists to 

quickly and easily access OpenMedia 

while still paying attention to their 

surroundings.

Supporting new ways of 
working
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 

pandemic, workflows across news 

organizations have changed. With team 

members now looking to work remotely 

or in a hybrid digital workspace, the 

need for effective tools that empower 
employees' flexibility is becoming more 

urgent. ReporterApp is a secure conduit 

that enables your staff to work wherever 

they want and still be deeply connected 

and an integral part of the news team.
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About CGI
Insights you can act on

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest IT and business consulting services 

firms in the world. Operating in hundreds of locations across the globe,  

CGI delivers end-to-end services and solutions, including strategic IT and business 

consulting, systems integration, intellectual property, managed IT and business 

process services. 

With more than 75,000 users worldwide, CGI’s Media Solutions, including its 

industry-leading OpenMedia and dira software portfolios, offer a wide range of 

professional news and content delivery solutions for innovative media companies 

across local, national and international markets.

For more information, please 
visit: cgi.com/mediasolutions

www.cgi.com/mediasolutions
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